1. City Hall -- known places but never gone between. Will try. Always takes turn around State St.
   Walk most likely to City Hall until old fish out Cost. The tower & State the same & Frost.
   Both together. Will then load in letter & almost for the Hall. Will all distant. They lead one on top to &
   Summer town & under express - then beside this 3-4 small hills. @ top is N. Cheek. Will be going
   street by it. debt, banking, restaurants, etc.

2. Cost. the tower -- its shown! It is the old wall up.
   Will mate up.
   Hill to Wash. St. known by the old tree. # lead to
   Kings Chapel. Become up to dead end of Coffee. Ran
   up State the wall down. Proceed to corner
   of Kingston & Bear garden - cross camp @ tal
   @ go back right to & shell. Cast the lift to
   street in street system.

3. Cost. E. main -- City Hall. The corner ways are long --
   s.g. Attain Ave. - will go walking, one of standup like
   State the. Will go cross rot to st. kets.
   N Sta. & the hill until come to..... (reading remain)..... the
   area near... agent to say. So of Cost tree... near
   of Kings College Chapel. Up Wash. St. thru
   Congresion, & end of any & going E. will hit
   banks Sta. - K Channel is too far & it will try
   St. Park St of Kenmore Theater! Found it wrong
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circle, (at @ Alex St.). Has diffie in separating these two. Simply don’t know. To be safe old walk along Atlanta Ave.

4. Bldg. N Sta: old go to Boyleton, cut the gardens common toward State Hse. “Then be car” for here. Rem...... (though it isrelatin State Hse. N Sta)......cut NW of State Hse......first level, no monumets to fix bn......until I walked at some way. Were some bends in curve. & some in long mirror comes in cold go for converged box until took see roof of Jordan.

When in “low area” betw Neak which is going in detail..... (King’s Lawn-Kenmore etc).... have spent much time walking there & looking the details. But have always had trouble finding way out.

Betw. lots of houses are vast spaces. Just seems short. Seems fuller for State Hse. To N Sta than for Pk Sp since just recently.